June 13, 2023

HALAL CERTIFICATE

Certificate No. NO.0107.FI

Taminco Finland Oy
A subsidiary of Eastman Chemical Company
Typpitie 1
90620 Oulu
Finland

To Whom It May Concern:

The following products, manufactured by the company listed here, are Certified Halal under our supervision. No products contain Haram (forbidden) or questionable ingredients; hence they are fit for consumption by Muslims.

FORMIC ACID, FORMAMIDE, METHYL FORMATE, Other
FORMAMIDE 99.7%
FORMIC ACID 70%
FORMIC ACID 75%
FORMIC ACID 82%
FORMIC ACID 85%
FORMIC ACID 85% SPECIAL GRADE
FORMIC ACID 94%
FORMIC ACID 99%
FORMIC ACID 90%
FORMIC ACID 95%
AMMONIA WATER 22.5
FENNOPUR MH85
FENNOSPEC 7810
METHYL FORMATE 97%
SULFURIC ACID 75%
TAMINCO FORMIC ACID A-15
CLEARWAY F1
POTASSIUM FORMATE 50%
FREEZIUM -60
KEMCOR
KEMDUST
MELTIUM
DEX A375
FORMIC ACID 99.7%
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SILAGE ADDITIVES
AIV 2000 PLUS Na
AIV 3 Plus Na
AIV Ässä Na
AIV2 PLUS Na
Mestarin Vahva
AIV Pro NC
ENSILOX S
HELM FS B+
Silafor 2000 Plus Na
Hankkijan Prima
Silafor 2 Plus Na
MESTARIN VALTTI
AIV VIA

LIQUID BLENDS
Stabilizer Pig Na
Acitra LG5 Na
Formic Acid 75 Feed
Formic Acid 85 Feed
Acitra LF 10 Na feed
Formic Acid 99 Feed
PROPcorn PLUS
PROPcorn NC
AMMFOR 96 NC
Acitra LH1
Formic Acid 94 Feed
Acid Blend LG11
KEITEX BC
Acitra LF20 Na
Stabilizer TMR Na
Formic Acid 82 Na Feed
Acid Blend LM10
Acid Blend LG13

This letter of certification is valid through July 31st, 2024, and is subject to renewal at that time.

M. Jamal Saleem
Halal Administrator